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TECHNICAL APPROACH
FWD readings recorded on ten 152m (500 .) secons (five in 
each direcon) of US Route 80 near Savannah, GA in February 
2016 were used for this research. The presence of pavement 
distresses was recorded for each of the secons. A total of 56 
FWD readings were taken, mostly on the right wheel path.

Coring samples were taken to idenfy the asphalt layer 
thicknesses at 26 locaons. These coring samples also provided 
informaon about the presence of cracks, crack width, crack 
depth and presence of interlayer cracking.

Using the asphalt layer thicknesses and temperature 
measurements, the layer moduli were backcalculated using the 
deflecon basin fit method. The calculated layer moduli were 
ploed against the observed distreses: cracking and ru ng.

A clear increase in the elasc modulus of the first two layers is 
observed when cracks start to appear. This can be aributed to 
the loss of load transfer efficiency of the pavement when cracks 
appear. This means the load applied by the FWD is not 
propagated further, causing lower deflecons, which get 
interpreted as higher sffness and thus, a higher calculated 
elasc modulus. However, the presence of ru ng does not seem 
toto affect the FWD response. The random forest classifier was 
able to predict the presence of interlayer cracking with an 
accuracy of 92.3%.

RESULTS

This paper contributes the following findings:
1. Pavement ru ng does not have a significant impact on the 
FWD test. Hence, it is difficult to detect ru ng based on 
load-deflecon tests alone.
2. Pavement cracking had a clear impact on FWD tests.
3.3. Using data obtained by non-destrucve tests, including the 
FWD test, presence of interlayer cracking (not visible from the 
surface) was predicted with a 92.3% accuracy.

Traffic Speed Deflectometers (TSDs) apply the same 
load-deflecon principle of FWDs at much higher speeds. The 
above stated findings can be used for high-speed network-level 
funconal performance measurement of road pavements.

CONCLUSION

This research was made possible through data collected by our 
Smart City Infrastructure research group at Georgia Tech, led by 
Dr. James Tsai. FWD tests and pavement corings were carried out 
with the support of the Georgia Department of Transportaon.
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ABSTRACT
Falling Weight Deflectometers (FWD) and Traffic Speed 
Deflectometers (TSD) have become increasingly popular for 
monitoring the structural performance of roadway pavements. 
However, many transportaon agencies measure the funconal 
performance of the pavement (given by surface distresses such as 
cracking, ru ng and raveling) for maintenance purposes. This 
study explored the feasibility of esmang surface and 
susubsurface distresses using FWD tests. It was found that the 
presence of pavement cracking can be detected through FWD 
tests but not pavement ru ng. A random forest classifier was 
used to predict the presence of cracking between layer interfaces 
below the pavement surface. The classifier achieved an accuracy 
of 92.3%. With the methodology presented in this paper, FWD 
tests can be used to measure the structural as well as funconal 
perperformance of pavements. The methodology also serves as a 
proof-of-concept for using TSDs to measure the funconal 
performance of pavements at high speeds. This provides an 
alternave to unsafe and laborious on-foot survey pracces.
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